Platform Privacy Statement

Introduction
This Statement applies to our technology platform which helps our ecommerce clients engage
with their users. We have made this Statement available in order to be transparent about how
our platform works and how it uses data for the benefit of our ecommerce clients. If you have
any questions about this Statement, please email us at privacy@ve.com.
Our platform provides various offerings designed to help our ecommerce clients advertise to
users who may be interested in their products or services and provide tailored messages to
their website users in various ways, including on their websites and by email. To do this, we
collect certain categories of data including email addresses and anonymous information about
consumers and their online activities and interests. We collect these kinds of information
mostly through our clients’ websites and some of the anonymous online activity and interest
data we obtain from our online partners.
Information we collect through our platform
We collect users’ email addresses and/or mobile phone numbers if they choose to enter it on a
client website or app to buy a product or service, become a registered user, sign up for
marketing communications etc.
When a user visits a website or app operated by Ve Global UK Limited (“Ve”) client, the client
permits us to collect:

•

URLs (website addresses) of the pages of the client’s website the user visited and their
activities on the website or app (e.g. products they looked at or bought)

•

Using cookies, beacons, tags and anonymous mobile identifiers we collect information on
the user’s device, browser software and operating system, IP (Internet protocol) address, a
unique number assigned to their device, referring site URL, time of browsing

In this Statement, we call the above categories of information “Log Data”.
We collect information on onsite interactions (meaning user interactions with Service Offerings
on the customer website) and offsite interactions (meaning user interactions with our
technology and services outside the customer website, mainly through logging users when
they open emails or click-through the content of emails sent by our platform).
Because our clients typically engage with users across multiple online devices (desktop, tablet,
mobile phone etc.) Log Data is combined with hashed (i.e. scrambled) email addresses to

enable our clients to benefit from anonymised information on user activity and interests across
those different categories of device. See below for more information on our use of cookies and
other identifiers.
Information obtained from third parties
We share and exchange information collected with trusted partners mainly through “cookie
synching” – a long-standing process in online advertising and marketing – which allows
advertisers to use data on multiple advertising platforms, and increase the chances of users
seeing advertising communications which are relevant to them. We obtain information from
our trusted partners on users’ online activity on websites and apps generally (and not limited to
our clients’ websites and apps).
Through the Log Data we collect through our platform and the third party data we combine it
with, we create information and inferences about users’ interests, the approximate geographic
location of the device(s) they use and the products and services they may be interested in, all
held in anonymised form.
How we use the information we collect
We use the information collected to operate, manage, maintain and improve our platform and
the services we provide to our ecommerce clients.
We collect Log Data across the websites of all our clients, and combine it with third party data
and hashed email addresses to determine what products and advertisements might be
interesting to users. We use this information to support our clients in implementing their online
advertising campaigns across the Internet and mobile apps generally (including buying
interest-based advertising) and engaging with the visitors to their websites, and to provide
related services. Clients are able to access reports through Ve’s reporting platform which cover
the performance of their websites and apps. They can access performance-related Log Data
(pertaining to any conversions driven by Ve, which may include, as necessary, email addresses
and order ID’s of Ve-converted consumers) in doing so, and are able to review reports of user
interactions within our platform to check against their own records.
Email addresses and mobile phone numbers are also used to support our online clients in
marketing their products to users who have consented to receiving marketing communications.

We may disclose your personal information, if we are legally obliged to do so, to a third party
buyer or seller in the event that we buy or sell any part of our business or assets. If Ve or
substantially all of its assets are acquired by a third party, personal data held by it about its
clients will be one of the transferred assets.
We also have a duty to disclose your personal information to comply with legal obligations, to
enforce our website’s terms of use or other agreements, to protect the rights, property or
safety of Ve, our clients, or others. This includes disclosure for the purposes of fraud protection
and credit risk reduction.
We may share your information with selected third parties including:

•

Business partners, suppliers and sub-contractors for the performance of any contract we
enter into with them or you.

•

Advertisers and advertising networks that require the data to select and serve relevant
adverts to you and others. We do not disclose information about identifiable individuals to
our advertisers, but we may provide them with aggregate information about our users (for
example, we may inform them that 500 men aged under 30 have clicked on their
advertisement on any given day). We may also use such aggregate information to help
advertisers reach the kind of audience they want to target. We may make use of the
personal data we have collected from you to enable us to comply with our advertisers’
wishes by displaying their advertisement to that target audience.

•

Analytics and search engine providers that assist us in the improvement and optimisation of
our site.

How do we store the information?
Users, particularly those living in Europe, should be aware that in a globalised online world,
information relating to them may be transferred to countries other than the country where
they live or where the Ve clients whose websites and other online properties they visit are
based. In particular, information may be transferred to the USA where the law and practice in
respect of privacy and law enforcement access to information is very different from that in
Europe and certain other countries.
How long do we keep information?

We do not keep information on users longer than is necessary to achieve the purpose for which
it was collected. User-related information will typically not be kept longer than 30 days. Any
Log Data kept longer than 30 days will be kept only as aggregated statistics.
Unless the client requests their deletion, user emails relating to a transaction where Ve has
procured the conversion shall be kept for longer than 30 days for reconciliation purposes
between the systems of Ve and the client.
Our use of cookies and other anonymous identifiers
What is a cookie?
A cookie is a small file of letters and numbers containing information that we store on user’s
browser or the hard drive of your device. They allow us to ‘remember’ users and to tailor our
services to clients.
We also use mobile device identifiers which perform a similar role to cookies, like the IDFA used
by Apple devices and the Advertising ID used by Android devices. We use them in similar ways
to how we use cookies on desktop and laptop computers and to collect the same categories of
information.
List of the main platform cookies
We use the following cookies through our platform:

•

Targeting cookies. These cookies record a user’s visit to a Ve client’s website, the pages the
user has visited and the links they have followed. We use this information to help clients
make their websites and the advertising displayed on it (and elsewhere as users access other
websites and apps) more relevant to their interests.

•

Advertising Cookies. Ve uses cookies for the purpose of serving contextual and behavioural
advertising to users. Ve also uses cookies for the purpose of serving retargeted adverts to
users. No identifiable information is stored. Users can opt out of tracking by Ve advertising
cookies and other behavioural marketing companies by
clicking http://www.youronlinechoices.com/uk/your-ad-choices, locating “Ve Interactive” or
“Ve” in the list of behavioural tracking companies and setting the control panel to ‘OFF’.
Alternatively users can visit http://ve.com and scroll to the bottom of the home page where
they will find an opt in / out option.

•

You can find more information about the individual cookies we use and the purposes for
which we use them in the table below:
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Industry memberships and affiliations
Ve Interactive is a member of the European Digital Advertising Alliance (“EDAA”) and is in
compliance the EDAA’s Self-Regulatory Principles.

Opting out of cookies and mobile identifiers
Users are always free to block, delete or disable cookies by activating the setting on their
browser that allows them to refuse the setting of all or some cookies. However, if users use
browser settings to block all cookies (including essential cookies) they may not be able to access
all or parts of the websites and other online properties they want to visit. For more information
about how users can block, delete or disable these technologies, we suggest users review their
browser or device settings. Links to information for the main browsers are set out below:

•

Internet Explorer

•

Firefox

•

Chrome

•

Safari

•

Alternatively, to opt out of specific cookies the EDAA opt out is available. After opting-out of Ve
Interactive cookies, we will place a cookie on the user’s browser that identifies them as having
opted out. Because an opt-out is cookie-based, browsers must be set to accept third party
cookies for us to be able to do this. Users who use multiple devices or browsers, will need to
opt out on each of them.
For mobile users, Apple iOS and Google Play offer an opt-out choice communicated to
companies providing in-app advertising through those platforms, and typically activated
through your mobile device privacy settings.
Changes to our privacy statement
We regularly review this statement and any changes we may make in the future will be posted
on this page. Please check back frequently to see any updates or changes to our privacy
statement.
Contact

If you have any questions, comments or requests regarding this privacy statement, please
contact our Data Protection Officer at: Ve Interactive Limited Data Protection Officer, White
Collar Factory | Old Street Yard | London | England |EC1Y 8AF | Email: privacy@ve.com.

